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Quadrics on complex Riemannian spaces of constant 
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Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Waikato, Hamilton, 
New Zealand, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
University of Amsterdam, Plantage Muidergracht 24, 1018 TV Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands, and School of Mathematics and Institute for Mathematics 
and its Applications, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, Minnesota SS45S 

(Received 2 August 1993; accepted for publication 23 November 1993) 

Integrable systems that are connected with orthogonal separation of variables in 
complex Riemannian spaces of constant curvature are considered herein. An 
isomorphism with the hyperbolic Gaudin magnet, previously pointed out by one 
of the authors, extends to coordinates of this type. The complete classification of 
these separable coordinate systems is provided by means of the corresponding L 
matrices for the Gaudin magnet. The limiting procedures (or E calculus) which 
relate various degenerate orthogonal coordinate systems play a crucial role in the 
classification of all such systems. 

I. CLASSICAL INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS ON COMPLEX CONSTANT CURVATURE 
SPACES AND THE COMPLEX GAUDIN MAGNET 

Separation of variables in the Hamilton Jacobi equation 

n 

H(pl ,... ,P,,;x, ,..., x,> = aFz, F!P&,s=E, 
aw 

pa=z, a= l,...,n 
a 

(1.1) 
amounts to looking for a solution of the form 

W= i Wa(x,;hl ,..., h,), h,=E. (1.2) 
CZ=l 

The solution is said to be a complete integral if det(a2 W/axJhj),Xn # 0. The solution then 
describes that of free motion on the corresponding Riemannian space with contravariant metric 
g@. Indeed, if we require bj = (a W/ah,) - h,t6,j, j = 1 ,...,n for parameters bj, we find that the 
functions x(b,h),p(b,h) satisfy Hamilton’s equations 

aH aH 
%=-& 9 Pa= -ax, * (1.3) 

In this article we allow the Riemannian space to be complex and we consider variable sepa- 
ration of Eq. ( 1.1) for the following two classes of spaces: 

( 1) The n dimensional complex sphere SnC . This is commonly realized by the set of 
complex vectors x= (x~,...,x,+~ 
distance dx * dx = Xi”=: dx$ 

) which satisfy 2:“,: x2= 1 and have infinitesimal 

(2) The n dimensional complex Euclidean space E,,c. This is the set of complex vectors 
x=(x, ,...,x,) with infinitesimal distance dx * dx=8:= 1 dx$ 

A fundamental problem from the point of view of separation of variables on these manifolds is 
to find all “inequivalent” coordinate systems. As yet, this is an unsolved problem, principally 
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Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 1711 

because many such coordinate systems are intrinsically nonorthogonal. For orthogonal coor- 
dinate systems the problem is completely solved and in this case the constants hi occuring in the 
complete integral can be chosen to be the values of an involutive set of constants of motion 

Aj= i a$pgP, j= l,..., n, 
a,B= 1 

An=H, {A/ Jkl=O, (1.4) 

where 

is the Poisson bracket. These constants of the motion are such that 

( 1) each of the tensors a$) 
(Ref. l), and 

is a Killing tensor and satisfies Killing’s equations V,&$ =0, 

(2) Aj can be represented as a sum of quadratic elements of the enveloping algebra of the 
Lie algebra of symmetries of each of these two considered spaces. 

The Lie algebras of these spaces have, respectively, bases of the form 

(1) SO(n+ l):M~=xapp-xxspor, a$= l,..., n+ 1. Here 

cw$?, MyS}=SayMSB+SarGMBy+SpyM~s+SBdMycr. 

(2) E(n):Md,Py=py, aJ?,g,y=l,..., n, a#fl. Here 

CMap 3 Pr> = $+J’a - k&.3 9 CP, J’,d = 0. 

In this section the separable coordinate systems classified in Refs. l-3 are given an alge- 
braic interpretation. This is done using the complex analog of the isomorphism between all 
integrable systems connected with all possible separable systems and the m-site SO( 2,1) Gau- 
din magnet.4’5 The m-site complex Gaudin magnet can be realized as follows. Consider the 
direct sum of Lie algebras, each of rank 1 

d= e,“=* soJ3,C). (1.5) 

The generators s, E C3, a = 1 ,...,m of JX! satisfy the Poisson bracket relations 

Cs’, 4$1= -S&ijk$ * (1.6) 

The following metric will be used subsequently when norms and scalar products are 
calculated: 

s:= (s,,sJ = (s:)2+ (s2,12+ (s3,12, (s,,s&q) =&+$A$+& 
If for each a, si=ci then the variables s, lie on the direct product of n complex spheres in C3. 
The complex Gaudin magnet is the integrable Hamiltonian system described by the n integrals 
of motion H, which are in involution with respect to the Poisson bracket 

H,=2 i ’ $$, (H,, Hy)=O. 
j3=1 a 

(1.7) 
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1712 Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 

(We will give a simple proof of this involution property later.) Here e, are taken to be pair-wise 
distinct. This integrable Hamiltonian system is called an m-site SO( 3,C) -XXX Gaudin magnet. 
The H, are all quadratic functions in the generators of the d algebra and the following 
identities are satisfied: 

a!l H,=Q azl eJL= J2- aE, c’,, (1.8) 

where we have introduced the variables 

J= i s,, J2= (J,J) (1.9) 
CZ=l 

the total sum of the momenta s,. Indeed 

{Ji, Jj)= -EijkJk, {J”, H,}=O, i,j,k= 1,2,3, a=1 ,..., m. (1.10) 

The complete set of involutive integrals of motion is provided by H, , J2 and, for example, 
J3. The integrals are generated by the 2 X 2 L matrixsw9 

L(u)= aIl & 
2 

a ( -sL+id 
--y+(“c _BA), 

where 

detL(u)=-(A2+BC)=- atl A- agl (u:iajz. 
a 

Furthermore, L(u) satisfies the linear r matrix algebra4,” 

{t(u), i(U)>=& [P, t(u)+t(u)], i= Q, 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

where 

i 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

P= 
0 10 

I 
0’ 

L(u)=L(u) 81, &-l@L(U). (1.14) 

0 0 0 1 

The algebra specified by Eq. ( 1.13) contains all the necessary Hamiltonian structure of the 
problem in question. Note that Eq. ( 1.13) is equivalent to the easily proved relations 

{A(u), A(v)l=CB(u), B(u))={C(u), C(v))=O, 

CA(u), W=& (B(u)--(u)), ~A(~),C(U)~=~(C(U)--C(U)), (1.15) 

CNu), W=& (A(v) --A(u)). 
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From Eq. ( 1.15) and the Leibnitz property of the Poisson bracket it is straightforward to 
deduce that 

{det L(u), det L(v))=O. 

In his article5 Kuznetsov has explicitly given the nature of the isomorphism between the XXX 
Gaudin magnet models and the separation of variables on the n dimensional real sphere S,. 
The purpose of this article is to extend these ideas to complex orthogonal coordinate systems 
on the complex n sphere S,,o and, of course, as a consequence complex Euclidean space 
Es. Following Kuznetsov5’8 in the case of the sphere, we set ca=O, a= l,...,n + 1. The coor- 
dinates on the resulting cones are parametrized by 

a=; (p;+x;>, s2n=; (P:-& * s;= f pdr,. (1.16) 

It follows from Eq. ( 1.6) that {x, , xa} = { pa, ps} =0, {pa, xs> =S,. Introducing the new 
variables Mas=~g8-~@a which are the generators of rotations we have 

(s, ,+?> =$f$ 

These generators satisfy the commutations relations given previously. This equality establishes 
the simple quadratic connection between the generators s, of AZ? and the A4,, of SO( n+ 1). 
Under this isomorphism the integrals given in Eq. ( 1.7) (and the subsequent discussion) 
transform into the following integrals for the free motion on the n sphere: 

n+l ha-h, 2 H= a., kJ&=; a;D e--ega~ CT 
For h,,=e, we obtain the Casimir element of the so(n+ 1) algebra &CD h4$. The total 
momentum J takes the form 

Jl=i (p*p+x*x), J2’$ (pop-x.x), J3=;p-x, 

where the scalar product for the vectors x and p in Cn+’ is Euclidean. The quantities M and 
J form the direct sum so (n + 1) 8 so (3) as a result of the commutation relations 

Therefore, in addition to the involutive set of integrals H, we can choose J2 =$, ..B M$ and 
2( J’ +iJ2) =x * x=c, which gives the equation of the n sphere. 

II. GENERIC ELLIPSOIDAL COORDINATES ON SK AND Ea 

Critical to the separation of variables on the n sphere S,,o is the system of ellipsoidal 
coordinates graphically pictured by the irreducible block 

(2.1) 

where in general e, # ep for a # j3. The separation variables are defined as zeros of the off 
diagonal element B(u) of the L matrix, i.e., B(ui) =O, j = I,...+ It follows that 
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1714 Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 

n+l X2 
CL =O, for U=Uj and X~=C 

nI;,l(*j-e,) 

a=1 u--e, $3+a(q3-e,) ’ 
(2.2) 

Each vector of momentum s, is associated with a cell e, of the block. Note that x’, = 2 (s&+ i$j>. 
For each Uj the conjugate variable Vi is defined according to 

vj=-g(#j) =; ng s. 
n-l , a 

(2.3) 

From Eq. ( 1.15) one can show that the Ui,Ui satisfy the canonical relations’ 

{Uj, Ui}={Vj, Vi}=O, {Vj, Ui}‘Sij* (2.4) 

The change to the new variables Vi, lli, c and J3 is effectively the procedure of variable 
separation of Eq. ( 1.1) in ellipsoidal coordinates on the n sphere. Writing the L matrix in 
terms of the new variables we obtain 

A(*) 
L(u)= 

C II~,l(*-*j) 

C(u) B(u) = -2 2nn+1 (u-e 
U-1 a 

) 9 

A(u)= -z B(u) -iJ3+ i - 
Vj nFff(Uj-e,) 

j=l U-Uj Hi+ j(Uj-Ui) ’ 

(2.5) 

where A(Uj)=ivj, j=l,...,n, and A(U) + (l/u)J3+**. as II + co. 
To obtain C(u) we first notice that equating residues at e, on the right- and left-hand side 

of A(u) gives 

pa+ 
( 

Vj I$tf:(Uj-eey) 

-~‘+ j~l e,--ui pi, j(Uj-Ui) ’ 1 

This together with the expression (2.2) for xi in terms of Uj gives C(U) in the new variables. 
Three other useful formulas are 

$tl(u.-e ) 
Meg= % (e---eg) jgl vi n~~:.u~-u~) 9 (2.6) 

where the hat in Eq. (2.6) means that the product terms with y=a and y=fi are omitted, and 

J2=-- i v? 
j=l ’ ni+ jt”jmui) 

(2.7) 

These relations together with Eq. (2.2) establish the explicit connection between the two sets 
of 2n +2 variables pa,x, and Ili,Uj,c, J3. The equation for the eigenvalue curve I’: det(L( U) 
- iilI) = 0 has the form 

vI~-A(u)~- B(u)C(u) =O. 

If we put u = Uj into this equation then A = f Vi. Thus variables Uj and Uj lie on the curve l? 
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n 
Ha 

vi”+ c - 
a=l *j-e, 

=v;-det L(uj) ~0. (2.8) 

Equations (2.8) are the separation equations for each of the n degrees of freedom con- 
nected with the values of the integrals H,. For the sphere c,=O these have the form 

H,=$ 2:’ %, 
B a 

cH,=O, xeJ&=i ~~PA4&=J2. 
a a 

The Hamilton Jacobi equation ( 1.1) when parametrized by these variables has the form 

(2.9) 

which can be solved by the separation of variables ansatz 

W= i Wj(uj,Hl,...,Hn) = i J Uj duj. (2.10) 
j=l j=l 

It will be convenient to employ an alternative form of the L matrix. If we use the vector 

L(u)=(s,L(u)), det L(u)=-L(u) *L(u), (2.11) 

where 

&(J1 J, qp J, A(; 01) 
we see that L satisfies 

{L’(u), L’(v)}=& (Lk(U) - Lk(v)). (2.12) 

At this point we must consider a crucial difference between the real sphere and its complex 
counterpart. In the case of the complex sphere the generic ellipsoidal coordinates can admit 
multiply degenerate forms: the restriction e, # ep, for a # p can be lifted. The resulting 
coordinates can be denoted by the block form 

where the il, denote the multiplicities of e, . To understand how the previous analysis applies 
to these types of coordinates we first illustrate with an example corresponding to the coordi- 
nates with diagram 

In this case we write 

n+l SC2 
L(#)==+s+ 2 - 

u-e1 2 a=3 u--e,’ 
(2.13) 
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1716 Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 

Putting 

-q + x;++, X1 -* Xi, P2 + Pi+EP;, Pi --t Pit 

q+a2=0, a2= l/e, x, -+ x:, pa --*pL, (a>3), e2=el+e 
(2.14) 

then in the limit as E -+ 0 we find 

L(*)=(*4~l)z+u:el 

n+l 

-+ az3 29 a 

where 

z1= ( t (Pi2+Xi2), i (Pi2-Xi2), ;PiXi 
> f 

z2= ( i (p;P;+XiX;), f (Pi&-Xi&), i (PiX;+Pixi) 
> f 

(2.15) 

za=sa, a=3 ,..., n+l. 

The components of zl, z2 satisfy the E( 3,C) algebra relations 

C~,&=Q CZ’,,~3=-eij&9 CZ’,,&=-eij&, 

where the Poisson bracket (expressed in the primed coordinates) is 

n+l 
{Fs@= jFEl Bik 

aF aG ar: aG 
aP;a- 

-- 
ax; ap; 

and 

It can easily be verified from these relations that relations (2.12) are again satisfied. Thus, 
{L*L(u),L-L(v)}=0 so the coefficients of the various powers (~--ej)-~ in the expansion of 
L * L(u) form an involutive set of integrals of motion. 

We obtain 

1 2 1 
L’L=(*-el)4Z1~z1+(u-e,~JZ1~Z2+(u~el~~Z2~Z2+ 2 

221 * z, 

a>3 (*-el)2(u-e,) 

+C 
222 - z, 1 

a>3 (*-+1)(*-e,) 
+ c (*--e,)(u-eB) 

(z, ,zg) 
a&3, a+/3 
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-1 n+l 

=4(u-eljT (PiXi-PX)2+ C a=3 4(*-e1)2(*-ea) 1 

1 
(Pjxl,-P>Jc;)2 

1 
+ 

2(*-q) (*-e,> (PI&-P2; 1 (P&xl, -P$i) 1 
+ 

,=3Fa+p 8(*--e,i(*--y) (p@L--P%)2* 
(2.16) 

In particular 

Z, * Z,= (PixL-p>i) (P$k-P$;)/4. 

To relate this to the projective coordinates on the complex n sphere we recall that under the 
transformation (2.14) the fundamental quadratic forms X=alx~+a2x~+8~~~ xi, 
P=aJ+azp$ + ZSE+,f pi transform to X = 2XiX; + 2:+=: xA2, P = 2pip; + Xz+=: pA2. Therefore 
if we take the coordinates 

1 1 
X;=z (Xl+iX,), X;=a (Xl--iy,), xA=Xa, a=3,...,n+l, 

Pi=; (Pl+i&), 
1 

pi=3 (PI-iP2), pA=P,, a=3 ,..., n+l 

we then can write 

pixhp&xi=$ (M,,+iM,,), p&b--p&xi=-$ (Ml,--iMd 

n+l n+l 
piX~-p~Xi=iV2M129 x= 1 x;, P= 1 6, 

j=l j=l 

where Mjk=XjPk-XkPj. 
The integrals of motion H,, Z in this case have, using partial fractions, the form 

1 
LeL=(u-el)’ [ -t (PiXi-P;Xi)2+ 1:: 4celle ) (pi-$-Phi)2 

a 1 n+l 1 1 
+ aZ3 1 4(elle 

U--e, 1’ (pi& -P>C; 1 2- 2(q--4 
(pi&-p~i 1 (P&L-P&r;) 

cl 

+ c APA-+-P&J’ 1 1 n+l 
B 4(e,---eg) +(*-e,) a=3 4(el-ea)2 (pix’-pL4)2 =I -1 

1 
+ 2(q-e,) 

(PiXL -pkC; 1 (P&X:,-PhC;) 1 
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1718 Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 

n-i-1 
= z3 &+ (uZq)2+&’ (2.17) 

where Y= Xi+=: H, . 
The analysis presented so far could have been deduced from Kuznetsov’ where the double 

root is essentially contained in the s systems of type C on the real hyperboloid. Furthermore, 
the threefold root is contained in Kuznetsov’s type D systems. The question we now answer is 
how to use these techniques on the case of ellipsoidal coordinates corresponding to multiply 
degenerate roots. For this we use the limiting procedures developed by Kalnins, Miller, and 
Reid.2 We recall that the process of using these limiting procedures amounts to altering the 
elementary divisors of the two quadratic forms 

n+l X2 n+l 
c a=o, 

a=l u---e, z, 6=2- 

Theorem 1: Let ut be the generic ellipsoidal coordinates on the n sphere, viz., 

adi= c2ni”=l(ui-ea) 
&3+Jefi-ea) ’ 

a= l,...,n+ 1 
, 

with corresponding infinitesimal distance 

ds?=-i ,$ nj+i(Ui-Uj) nyi:l z)’ 1-l i-ej) 

and coordinate curves 

n+1 adi n+l 
c -=o, 

a=~ *-ej 
C a&=2. 

a=1 

Then the degenerate ellipsoidal coordinates having the infinitesimal distance 

d’=--$ ,$ tnj+A*i-*j)I np-(~f~,,Nj 
1-l j-l I 1 

can be obtained from generic ellipsoidal coordinates via the transformations 

e; -t ef+Jej-l, j= l,..., NJ, J=l,..., p, 

NJ 

P; + p:+ iz2 J&l,-s’t 

where 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

J&;&E n)4(J4-,-J4-,,), ~=l/[nk,j(Je~_l-Je:_l)], k=l,*.*,N~ 

and Nl+*.* +Nr=n+ 1. (We require J&i=O and take the limit as thejef, + 0 for h= l,...,NJ 
- 1. ) In particular 
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L(u) = J$l z1 (u+$J-‘+ly 
(2.22) 

where 

(2.23) 

The (4)esatisfy the Poisson bracket relations 

and we also have 

C(&7 ~4’M= -b~~+~+)~/m (2.24) 

1 
w=; c ($%-4P;&&xnLpJm) (u-eJ)p(u-eL)4, (2.25) 

where l<p<N,, l<q<N=, l<j,m<N.,, lgk, n<NL, subject to j+m=NJ+2-p,k+n=N, 
4-2 -q and the summation extends over the indices J, L,p,q, j,m,k,n subject to these restrictions. 

From expressions (2.24) we can verify that relations (2.12) are satisfied, so that 

{L-L(u), L*L(v))=O. 

The constants of the motion can be read off from the partial fraction decomposition of Eq. 
(2.25). This clearly illustrates the compactness of the r matrix formulation for the operators 
describing the integrable systems examined so far. 

In dealing with the case of Euclidean space EnC the most transparent way to proceed is as 
follows. The generic ellipsoidal coordinates in n dimensional complex Euclidean space are 
given by”” 

xi= 
n~,,(uj-ee,) 

%fJep--e,) ’ 
j,a,P= l,..., n, 

with coordinate curves 

j* A= 1, U=Uj, j=l,..., n. 
a 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Proceeding in analogy with Eqs. (2.2)-(2.10) we can obtain the r matrix algebra. The 
corresponding L(u) operator is 

(2.28) 

[Indeed the equation L’(u) +iL2( u) =0 is just Eq. (2.27). Moreover it is obvious, due to the 
fact that expressions (2.11) satisfy (2.12), that expressions (2.28) also satisfy (2.12).] The 
conjugate variables Uj are de&red by Vi= -iL’( Uj) and they must satisfy the canonical rela- 
tions (2.4). The integrals of motion H, are determined from 
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1720 Kalnins, Kuznetsov, and Miller: Separation of variables and the Gaudin magnet 

L2(u)= az, sv 
cl 

(2.29) 

where 

with 2, Ha= -p2/4. The separation equations are of the form 

$+L2(ui) =O, j= l,...,n 

as in Eq. (2.8). 

III. CYCLIDIC COORDINATES 

Associated with the separation of variables problem for the Hamilton Jacobi equation 
( 1.1) with E # 0 is the corresponding E=O problem. In this case the equation is 

i g”BpdP=O, p=g , a=1 ,..., n 
a,+ 1 

(3.1) 

and we consider only complex Euclidean space. While it is true that all the coordinate systems 
discussed for Es with E # 0 will provide a separation of variables of this equation, there are 
coordinates that provide an additive separation of variables only when E=O. This is related to 
the fact that the E=O equation admits a conformal symmetry algebra.1912*13 

The most convenient way to proceed is to introduce hyperspherical coordinates 
(X 1,...,x,+2 1 

x1& ( j=l , i z-1 ), %=i$( i14+l), a+2=%$, k=l,...,n 

related to the usual Cartesian coordinates {zl,...,z,) according to 

xk+2 
n+2 

Zk=~-X1-iX2~~ k=L...,n, j=l , c XLO. 

We consider the system of Sec. I in n + 2 dimensions, where J =0 and the c, =O. The 
general (separable) cyclidic coordinates are specified by 

n+2 
a= C X;=O, A.=241 ,..., U,, t?k#c?j. 

j=l 

Furthermore 

njn,l(uj-Q 
n+2 

ax;= 
&3+,(q3-ea) ’ 

0~ - js, C?jX; -l. [ 1 
The Hamilton Jacobi equation is given by 

J2= -2 j$l 2 ;;;;;;,I;,; =O. 
J ’ 

(3.2) 
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The quadratic forms fi and @ have elementary divisors [ 11. * * 11, see Refs. 2,12. It is known 
that the geometry of these fourth order coordinate curves is unchanged under birational 
transformations of the form 

aek+8 auj+B aA+B 
ek + yek+6) ui +- A-+------ 

Yuj+S ’ $+S 

for as-/3y#O and k=l,..., n+2, j=l,..., n. 
Now we can mimic the exposition given for the Gaudin magnet integrable systems using 

the hyperspherical coordinates and the Poisson bracket 

CF(xi,Pj), G(xi,Pj)lh= IiI (g g-g g) (3.3) 

the Xi, Pi now being regarded as independent. The analysis then proceeds much as in the 
construction (2.2)~(2.12), but with n replaced by n + 1; indeed the coordinates are defined as 
zeros of the off diagonal element 

n-i-2 
B(u)= a:1 &- 

a 

subject to the restriction @=O. The crucial difference is that J=O. The expressions for pa and 
M, are altered by a factor u 

pa=2uxa 
1 

E - 
Uj n&l(uj-e,) 1 j=l t?,-Uj Ill-# j(Uj-Ui) ’ 

which together with xi in terms of Uj gives C(u) in the new variables. Another useful formula 
is 

MaS=2ux,xp(e,-efl) i u. 
Ae+:(Uj-ey) 

j=l ’ Hi+ jC"jmui) . 

In fact the Poisson bracket {,}* can be identified with the Poisson bracket {,} for functions 
defined in the n dimensional space spanned by z, ,...,zn . This can readily be seen by noting that 
F(z ~,...,z,,P=~,...,P=,) = Jl - -M-q + ix21 ,..., 

+ k&.., 

- &+2/(X1 + ix219 - (Xl + ~2)P, + X3(PXl 

- (xl + ix2)pxn+2 + x,+~(P~, + ip,,)) from which the equality of the Poisson 
brackets follows identically. The infinitesimal distance for general cyclidic coordinates is 

dg=i (x1+ix2)-2 igl “i # i(“i-uj) 

We denote the coordinates defined by this graph as 

Other coordinates of this type are those corresponding to the graphs 

(%clel I **a le,+l I @ &cIf1l-lfq+ll, 

(3.4) 

where p + q = n + 2. These coordinates are given by 
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n$=l(uj-e,) 

OX’=IIpia(efj-ea) ’ 
a$= l,..., p+ l,k= l,..., p, 

rrq=lCuj-fa) 

oxiCn,,,(fp-f,) , c&B= l,... ,q+ l,k=p+l,..., p+q+2, (3.5) 

We note here that ei the fj are pairwise distinct, for if they were not then for any of these 
quantities which occured with multiplicity more than 1 a birational transformation could 
transform it to CO and hence to a graph corresponding to E&. 

It can happen just as in the case of generic ellipsoidal integrable systems on the sphere that 
some of the ei in Eq. (3.5) are equal to some of the fj also. In this case the rules for obtaining 
the corresponding L matrix are summarized in the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: Denote the generic ellipsoidal coordinates by the graph 

[En~lell~**lenl, ei#ej 
and generic cyclidic coordinates by the graph 

CCEncIelle--le,+219 f?i # ej. 
Separable coordinates for the Hamilton Jacobi equation (3. I) corresponding to generic graphs 
with multiplicities 

[E,,-le~‘l**- (ep], nl+***+nP=n, 

{CE,,Ie~‘l***le~], nl+-*-+n,=n+2, 

(Ref. 2) can be obtained via the transformations of Theorem I applied to the quadratic forms 

m a& 
f-l= z1 z= 0, CD= $ a&=0, 

I i=l 

where m=n for generic ellipsoidal coordinates in Es and m =n +2 for the corresponding 
cyclidic coordinates, 

For coordinates corresponding to the direct sum of two spheres, viz., Eq. (3.5), we can 
merely apply the result of the previous theorem for spherical coordinates to each of the pairs 
of quadratic forms 

p+l a&i P+l 
fq= ,z, u--e’ w= x a&* 

a Or=1 

n-b2 
f+ c zE& 

n+2 

a=p+2 u-ea ’ 
a;= C a&i. 

a=pf2 

Indeed the freedom to subject the coordinates Uj and ei to birational transformations in the 
expressions for generic cyclidic coordinates allows us to let el -+ CO. (In this particular case the 
resulting coordinates can be identified with generic elliptical coordinates on the n sphere.) The 
process described in Theorem 1 enables one to pass from the elementary divisors [ 11. * * l] to 
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[N, ,N 2 ,..., Np],Ni> l,i= l,..., p, see Refs. 2,12. It is then possible (via Theorem 2) to take 

e, -c CO in which case [gi,N 2,...,Np] corresponds to the various generic coordinate systems in 
Euclidean space if N1 > 1. Tojlltstrate how this works for the Gaudin XXX magnet model 
consider the quadratic forms a, Q, corresponding to elementary divisors [21**. 11, viz., 

2 2 
,. Xl %x2 -%+2 ,. 

“=(A-el)2+~_e1+‘..+~=en+2=0, @=2X1x2+x +“‘+x;+2=o. : 

Putting A + l/A., ei + l/e, we find (with the use of 8 =0) 

1 

2 2 
A 

n=A2 (el -A) 

n+2 (el-ek) xi 
elxl 2+ k13 mce,-n, 1 

or, in the limit as el -+ 00 

xi-- 
Now if we perform the limiting procedure (2.13)~( 2.15) on L(u) (in n +2 dimensions); let 
U * l/U, t?i -+ l/ei, let el --) co, and then evaluate at p1 =O, x1 = 1 we find (up to a common 
factor u) 

n-i-2 -1 

L(u)= a;3 &+a 1 ( ) * 
0 

Here, we have made use of the fact that J=O. This agrees with Eq. (2.28) and with the L(u) 

operator given by Kuznetsov,’ and corresponds to elementary divisors [z,l,...,l]. 
This process can be generalized for quadratic forms corresponding to elementary divisors 

[G,l..., 11, N> 1. We have that 

k=N+ 1 

The corresponding L(u) operator is 

n-l-2 
L(u)= c L+sl, 

a=N+l u-ek 

where 

s:=t[~(i(0,P2,...,Pn+2) 4 Lx2,4,+2) I, 
4=a[~(QP21...,Pn+2) +a LX29...,&+2) I, 

4=3S’(O,p z,...., pn+;?;l,x z,..., Xn+2)l, s= $ UN-j/+EcjXePm. 
j=2 m 
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IV. BRANCHING RULES FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF ORTHOGONAL NONGENERIC 
COMPLEX INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS ON S, AND Enc 

To deal with the nongeneric separable coordinate systems in Enc and S,,o we must combine 
coordinate systems for both manifolds.* (See Refs. 13,14 for tabulations of all cases for small 
values of n.) The branching laws for graphs on these manifolds are summarized below 

(&2l***leil***l 
& 

(1) 

(sncl*-*~e~l***l, &>l 1 
EPiC 

(2) 

(E&I “. leil**’ ( (3) 

SPiC 

(En,-.I***Je~l---I, ,Ii>l. 
1 

Epic 

As an example consider the coordinate system given by the graph on SC 

W2CIe?Ie519 

IE2cl.i3lf41. 

(4) 

The coordinates for this graph can be obtained from those of the generic graph 

Lkl4Ie3Ie4Ie5I 
via the limiting transformations 

ej=el-l-ei-~fj9 i=W, f3 #far 

Uj=el+E+&j, j=3,4, 

where E + 0. 
The corresponding coordinates are then given implicitly by 

(ul-e1) (u2-el)+(ul-e,)(u2-e,) 
--1x2=- e5-e 

(u,-el)(u2-e,) 
- 

1 e5-el (e5--q)* - es-e1 
(f3+.f4-~3-~4), 

-G= 
(ul--el)(u2--9) (Ei3--f3)(Q4--f3) 

(e5-el) (f3-f4) ’ 

-x2=(ul-el)(u2-el) (4-f4>@4-f4) 
4 

(es-+) (f4--f3) . 
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Using the nomenclature given previously we have that L(u) has the two different forms 

z3+z4 
Ll(“) = (uZ:,)Z+uZ2e,+ u-el +u:e5 9 

- - - u=u1,u*, 

&2(u) =z1+2+5, u=ii3,ii4. 

As usual, the separation variables are the zeros of the equation L:(u) +iLi( u) =O with 
u= u1,112 when /2= 1 and 11 =C3,& when A=2. Each of the Ln separately satisfy Eq. (2.12) for 
il= 1,2. In addition we have 

This example illustrates how to derive the substitutions that enable the various branching 
laws to be obtained from a generic form. For the sphere SnC and generic coordinates 

(S&l **- l&+q-$ lell**~lesl***l, q>s, A>& 

if we make the substitutions 

ek=eO+P-Sfl+d+‘J-sfk, k=l***s, 

*j=eo+P-s+‘+C+q-s~j, j=l***q, 

where E --* 0, then the graph illustrated transforms into 

b%Ic I . . . . . . I&..[ 

&clfl I ******IfsI. 

The remaining branching rule is obtained from a graph of the type 

By means of the substitutions 

ej=eo+e(fo-fj), j= l,...,p+ 1, uk=eo+4&-fo>, k= l,.+.,P 

we obtain the coordinate system coming from the graph 

&cIfoI ---lf,l. 

The corresponding substitutions for the analogous Euclidean space branching rules are 
essentially identical. To completely specify the coordinate systems on these manifolds we need 
a few more substitution rules. Firstly consider the graph 

This graph can be obtained from the generic graph for EcP+qlC via the substitutions 
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Kl 
ui=T+Fi9 

eio$+hi, i= l,.**$, 

K2 
Ili=~+iii, 

K2 
ei=;ffi-p, i=p+ l,..., p+q, K, # K2. 

The graph [Efl I h 1 I * * * I h, I , q < n can be obtained from [E,c 1 h I I . * * I h, ] via the substitutions 

Ui=t?l+P-n-l+P--nZii, i= l,..., ?Z, 

ej=e~+~-“-‘+cS-“hj, j=l,..., q, ek=hk, k=q+l,..., n. 

Given these substitution rules all the corresponding graphs for E,c and Snc can be con- 
structed together with their corresponding L matrices. 

V. QUANTUM INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS ON COMPLEX CONSTANT CURVATURE 
SPACES AND THE QUANTUM GAUDIN MAGNET 

To deal with the quantum version of this description of separation of variables we consider 
the Schrbdinger or Helmholtz equation.6 

m=+g [ &P-g-]Y=EY, (5.1) 

where E # 0 for the moment. Separation of variables means (roughly) the solution of this 
equation of the form 

Y=K&, k&a;h,...,hn)t (5.2) 

where the quantum numbers hj are the eigenvalues of mutually commuting operators 

Jgi= 2 a(j) 
a2 

-+ i b/$ j= I,...,& 
q/3= 1 aB av,ay, /&l aYp 9 

(5.3) 
[&is &j]=O, i,j=l,...,n, &,=Z, djY=hjY. 

Furthermore these operators can be represented as symmetric quadratic elements in the 
enveloping algebra of the symmetry algebra of Eq. (5.1) in the case of SEC and E,,, . The 
standardized representations of these symmetry algebras are 

a 
so(n+l>:.&,@=JQj+&, $a=a,, C&/3=1 ,..., n+l, 

a 

[-ffc@, &d =6~~sS+S~~BY+GB~us+S~y(l, (5.4) 

E(n):uda&,=$, 
Y 

(5.5) 
[.&p, 5$,] =6&3y-&Jy~p t ya, 981 =a 

where [,I is the commutator bracket. Much of the analysis goes through as it did in the classical 
case with, of course, some critical differences. For the quantum Gaudin magnet one considers 
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the sum of rank 1 Lie algebras d= 8 FE1 so,( 3) where the generators of the algebra satisfy 
the commutation relations (1.6) and the inner product is defined as in Sec. I. The Casimir 
elements of d have the form 

(s,,s,)=k,(ka+lh (5.6) 

where k, is a constant when the generators of so,( 3) determine an irreducible representation. I5 
The quantum Gaudin magnet is the quantum integrable Hamiltonian system on ~-9 given by m 
commuting integrals of motion 

&pa=2 g $$, 
/3=1 a 

[Ra, q1 =a 
This is the m-site SO( 3,C)XXX quantum Gaudin magnet.6 These integrals (operators) satisfy 

a.l ~,=O, agl %2C=J*- atI k&k+ 11, (5.7) 

where J = 2:= i s, is the total momentum operator. The complete set of commuting operators 
consists of X’, , J*, and f3. The integrals are generated by the 2 X 2 operator L(u) given by 
Eq. ( 1.11) understood in the operator sense. The quantum determinant is 

m k#,+l) @et L(u)= -Md2-i {B(u), c(u))= - at, &- ,z, (u-e )2 , (5.8) 
a a 

with L operator satisfying the r matrix algebra 

[Z(u), hl=& [P, i(o)], i= J-1, 

[compare with (1.13)]. The total momentum J has components 

/L&.$+l.f), f-*,~(fi*fi-f*f), fd(fi*f+&$,. (5.10) 

The Lie symmetries .Maa and J form the direct sum so(m) @ so (3 ) with commutation 
relations 

[Aapt /T =Q [/+i /‘I =iejkef e (5.11) 

subject to the constraints 

(5.12) 

Considering again separation of variables using the coordinates of the irreducible block 
(2.1)) the separation variables are defined, as before, as the zeros of the off diagonal elements 
B(U) of the L matrix. The q-determinant is the generating function of the commuting integrals 
of motion 

[q-det L(u),q-det L(v)] =O. (5.13) 

On the n sphere the algebra & is realized by taking the canonical operators 
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s;=; (g++x^:), &f c&-a;,, 2=; CA, 4x1, a=1 ,...,n+ 1, (5.14) 

where (s, ,s,) = -&. Furthermore 

(s,,sp) =W”,+f> (5.15) 

and this establishes the relationship between the S, of JZ’ and the A, of so(n + 1). The 
integrals transform into the family of integrals 

?I+1 

&a= azl GKz=; a;B $$ (&,s+f) 
a 

and the coordinates are given by 

n+l x* 
B(Uj) =O: al, &=O’ 

a 

For each Uj variable there is defined the conjugate variable (operator) 

Vj=-iA =i ‘$’ U ,‘, - CA 9 %I. 
a-l , a 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

Separation of variables is then the process of changing to the new variables Uj , Ui, C, and f3. 
In fact we have that 

Dj=- 
IIE+,\(uj-e,) 
Iii+ j(Uj-Ui) * 

(5.18) 

The separation equations can be obtained by substituting u= Uj into the q-det L(u), making 
the choice 

(5.19) 

and looking for the solutions of the spectral problem LVaY = h,Y. The separation equations are 
then 

$4j+i ( j, &) &*j= I$ &@.is (5.20) 

where 

These are the separation equations for the Helmholtz equation in generic ellipsoidal coor- 
dinates. Note that for this choice of vj we have taken (s, ,s~) = -3/16. The L operator is given 
in direct analogy with the classical case 

n+l 

L(u)= aIzl A. 
a 

(5.21 1 
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The treatment of generic ellipsoidal coordinates on Enc follows similar lines, with the L 
operator given in this case by 

(5.22) 

The limiting procedures described in the classical case work also in the quantum case. All 
coordinate systems that were obtained in the classical case appear again. In the case of cyclidic 
coordinates we can adopt the same strategy as in Sec. III: we impose the conditions /=O and 
proceed as before. The natural setting in this case is again to use hyperspherical coordinates. 
The total momentum has components as in Eq. (5.10). If fia, & are now vectors in hyper- 
spherical coordinates then we can derive the standard quantum r matrix algebra as above with 
the same formulas valid. The constraints are now 2 (/’ + if’) = % * i = 0, J2 = fn (n - 4). Co- 
ordinates Uj and their conjugate operators Uj can be chosen as before. In particular if we make 
the choice 

(5.23) 

and look for solutions of HY =0 of the form Y =(T (n-s)‘211rz 1 $i( Ui), then we obtain the 
separation equations which coincide with the the equations given by Bother’*, viz., 

= (-l/16) (n2-4)+ (l/16) (2n--n2) (Z;:: ~,)u;-~+X;=; ,l,uf 
n~Z~(~j-e,) 

$.i 

for suitable rs. Note that the solutions Y are not strictly separable in this case but are what is 
termed R separable, i.e., separable to within a nonseparable factor o@-‘)‘~.~ 

We conclude this work by pointing out that one can obtain a complete set of constants of 
the motion associated with an orthogonal separable coordinate system {ul ,...,u,} for the Schrii- 
dinger equation (5.1) directly from Eq. (5.1) itself.16”’ It is well known that all orthogonal 
separable coordinate systems for the Schrlidinger equation on a Riemannian space are obtain- 
able via the Stiickel construction, e.g., Refs. 18, 19. Thus if {u} is a separable orthogonal 
coordinate system for Eq. (5.1) there exists an n X n nonsingular matrix S= (S,,B( u,)) such 
that a+@ = 0 if y # a, and such that the nonzero components of the contravariant metric 
tensor in the coordinates {u} are f”(u) = P”(u), a = 1 ,...,n, where T is the inverse matrix to 
S 

j, Ta~(~)~p,(u~)=s~~ (5.24) 

The constants of the motion are 

dB= i Tpa(u) (a2,+.f&,M,J -d,,=X. 
a=1 

(5.25) 

Here, f,( u,) = a,= ln( &fa). (The fact that 
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a u,us ln( Jig? =O, for a #P 
follows for any space of constant curvature by noting that it is equivalent to the statement that 
the off diagonal elements of the Ricci tensor must vanish for an orthogonal coordinate system: 
R&=0, a # P.9 One can show that [J/, , &,Qj =0.18-20 Furthermore, if 
*=KL, &JJJa;h ,,..‘, h,) satisfies the separation equations 

(5.26) 

then 

d’,Y=h,Y, p=l,..., n. (5.27) 

Now fix y, l<y<n, and denote by y the coordinate choice 

Y=(ul 9 . . . . ~y-1,‘I;~y+l,.-, %), 

where r is a parameter. We see from Eq. (5.26) that if Y satisfies the separation equations then 

~;‘(a2,~~,+f,(u,)a,l~)lu,=rVI(U) = il q?~~b$3w~). (5.28) 

On the other hand, from Eq. (5.1) we have 

where 

&“y(Y) =A, 21yJua( dim?TY)d,J. 

This suggests the operator identity 

-&W(u) -F(Y))= il SYS(~)~/3~ (5.29) 

i.e., that the left-hand side of Eq. (5.29) is a one-parameter family of constants of the motion 
and that as r runs over a range of values and y= 1 ,...,n the full space of constants of motion 
associated with this separable system is spanned.‘6*17 

Now Eq. (5.29) is equivalent to the conditions 

Tan(u) Tnu(y) 
T”YO-~“ro (l--6;)= i S &I rLJ 

(T)T?u) 

and these conditions are easily seen to follow from Eq. (5.24) and from 

i 
B=L Pfr 

TnB(~>S,,(qd -t T”Y(y)S&) =a;. 

Similarly, for the classical case an expression for the Hamiltonian analogous to Eq. (5.29) 
generates the constants of the motion.16’21 
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